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EFFECT. European Forum For Electroconvulsive Therapy. JOIN EFFECT Percent succes. More than 70% of severely
depressed patients respond to ECT.

These differences, although not statistically significant, might bear clinical significance and show that
ketamine infusion not only did not have adverse effects on memory a major concern in ECT but also had a
protective effect on memory. Several authors have suggested that dopamine system activation by ECT
contributes to reduced depressive and anxious mood and increased positive mood, motivation, concentration,
and attention, in line with the general effects of dopamine ,  The slowing was reported to follow an
anteroposterior gradient, with the most pronounced increases in theta and delta observed in the frontal cortex.
The length of ECT treatment index was clinically and individually determined, where patients received a mean
of  First, the frontal lobes, with compromised activity in dorsal regions that include the anterior cingulate and
lateral prefrontal cortical PFC areas, as well as altered processing of emotional stimuli in ventral and orbital
frontal cortex 1 , 2. Electroconvulsive therapy, the placebo effect and informed consent. Subsequent to the
post-ictal silence is the rise over the cerebral cortex during the next hours of slow-wave activity in the 4â€”8
Hz theta range and particularly in the 1â€”4 Hz delta range, developing progressively over the ECT course,
indicating the slowing of neural network activity 18 ,  It is the effects of ECT on long-term memory, that give
rise to much of the concern surrounding its use. Two studies had a particularly strong power to detect changes,
Nobler et al. Depression during pregnancy. Synaptic plasticity is also regulated by glutamatergic and
GABA-ergic neurotransmission as well as by other neurotransmitters such as serotonin, 82 which may account
for common antidepressant mechanisms across different treatment modalities. A reverse strategy naturally is
to attempt to block the various component processes that we have outlined and to investigate the consequence
for therapeutic response, a strategy that already is implied in the use of alternative physical treatments such as
transcranial magnetic stimulation. The dexamethasone challenge test has been used in an array of studies to
investigate changes in HPA repression status after ECT 67 ,  Following a course of ECT some patients may be
given continuation or maintenance ECT with further treatments at weekly, fortnightly or monthly intervals.
Rasmussen KG. Majority ECT treated were older women with depression in Western countries, versus
younger men with schizophrenia in Asian countries. Notably, two of the six women with obstetrical outcomes
from our series did deliver preterm. Furthermore, empiric agreement in the literature warrants left lateral
decubitus positioning to reduce the potential for hypotension or impaired uterine blood flow and intubation
after the 1st trimester to reduce the risk of aspiration. Convulsive therapy in schizophrenia? Electroconvulsive
therapy for schizophrenia. Chanpattana W.


